Regulatory Affairs
& Market Analyst – Food
Lyras A/S

Are you enthusiastic about food legislation and how to push food processing in a more sustainable
direction? Do you like to dive into legislation and map possibilities? Then you might just be the
person we are looking for.

Welcome to Lyras

At Lyras we develop, produce, and deliver our raslysation systems for the liquid processing industry with
a special focus on non-thermal processing of consumable liquids. Utilizing our raslysation technology
in place of conventional thermal pasteurization, we make it possible for our customers to considerably
reduce their energy and water consumption. Through the expansion of our systems, we seek to accelerate the reduction of global CO2 emissions.
In 2021 alone, we have expanded our staff by over 300%, and we will continue our ambitious growth
in the coming years. We pride ourselves on our fantastic culture and strong values which ensure continuous focus on well-being and development, as well as a positive and energetic community.

Your primary tasks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Map regulatory requirements per country, segment, and application
Make collaborations with consultants, institutions and other agencies that can promote the possibility of using the Raslysation technology
Lead on all tasks related to food legislation and build a system, so information can be shared in the
organization
Responsible for driving the process of getting Raslysation approved into legislation
Help mapping other barriers together with your colleagues in marketing
Participate in relevant networks, conferences etc.
You will be a link between our commercial organization and our research team
And much more

You will join a positive and engaged marketing team and refer directly to the Head of Marketing.

Competencies and Experience

We expect that you have a relevant education in Food Science and have worked with food legislation
before. You have at minimum 2-4 years of experience from a similar position. You must be independent,
enterprising and with an international view.

Personal Qualifications
•
•
•
•

You are a team player with a positive attitude
You are structured, analytical, responsible, and curious about obtaining new knowledge
You are persistent and want to make a difference for the climate
You are proactive and willing to be the front runner on new tasks

Are you interested?

We regularly review the applicant field and reach out for an interview, so do not hesitate to upload your
CV and send an application if this position sounds like something for you. The deadline for application is
1st of August.
For additional information on the position, you’re welcome to contact our Recruitment and HR Manager,
Niels Møller, at tel: +45 22 53 03 67.
Read more about Lyras at here: www.lyras.com
See more on our technology here: https://tools.lyras.dk

